
This time Telcos are right! So it is the final time!
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Big Telco vs Big Tech, 
why telcos want money for traffic (again)
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Who am I?

● Rudolf van der Berg

● Senior Consultant at Stratix

● Previously Tele2, OECD, Logica, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

● Work on 5G regulation, standardization, interconnection, 
IP-networks, M2M etc.

● Typical clients; government (local, national), regulators, 
telco customers, smaller telco, utilities etc. 

● Technology, business and regulation that work together

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rudolfvanderberg/

https://twitter.com/internetthought

Rudolf.vanderberg@stratix.nl

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rudolfvanderberg/
https://twitter.com/internetthought
mailto:Rudolf.vanderberg@stratix.nl
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Disclaimer

● This presentation is ironic. The way I speak and discuss is often ironic. This is not
alwas recognized. Today I will be ironic and sometimes even sarcastic.
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Disclaimer: Me attempting irony (T-Mobile NL Routing incident)
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Disclaimer: When irony is missed; report for BnetzA
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Disclaimer: I don’t dislike telcom firms or their staff

● I like telecom, I like telecom firms. 

● I like working with telecom firms. 

– The cooperation between the Programme manager 5G and Digital Connectivity of the Dutch 
Association of Municipalities (me), the Dutch mobile operators and the Dutch government
was excellent: Example antenna policy, small cell policy, contracts, fees, processes etc.

● I greatly appreciate the positive reaction of ETNO and many others to the accessibility
of 112 over VoLTE and VoNR- issue I raised together with EENA. 

● I greatly appreciate the interactions with many colleagues in telecom firms, the help 
they give me and the smart debates we have. 
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17 Big Telco CEOs are very clear; We need to get paid more!
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Their predecessors said the same before! At OECD-meetings

● It is always about big US firms. Just different ones

● 1996: Internet is US-centric; up to 15% of transatlantic IP traffic was DNS to .com!

● 2001: “Building an IP Backbone to offer IP transit on a “Best Effort Delivery” basis is 
no longer a viable business”. – Telia

● 2001: The Flat Rate Fallacy, “finding risk sharing models (investment risks; set-up 
risks)”. – Deutsche Telekom

– “Incumbents have incentives to offer local interconnection services for internet 
services” 

● 2006: “as mobile and IP networks converge, it is necessary to retain a 
"calling-party-pays" system to avoid degraded quality and efficiency, lack of 
scalability or admission control” – GSMA

● 2011: advocating for an adequate return on investment based, where appropriate, on  

the principle of sending party network pays – ETNO to ITU
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BEREC-OECD Meetings on IP-interconnection 2011/2012

● Deutsche Telecom advocating for an adequate return on investment based, where 
appropriate, on  the principle of sending party network pays

● Alcatel Lucent presented research that that content peering leads to a net-loss in 
revenue for the Internet economy and ISPs

● The EU-project Economics and Technologies for Inter Carrier Services (ETICS) by 
telcos and Alcatel Lucent

– Enabling the delivery of end-to-end multi-carrier network services supporting ser-vice 
differentiation.

– Allowing for a fair distribution of revenue shares among all the actors of the service delivery 
value-chain.

● BEREC wasn’t convinced and said the ETNO proposals would be bad.
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Who are the biggest traffic generators? (on a 1 second scale) 

Organisation Bandwidth use to my home

ETNO website 112Mbps

Telefonica website 50Mbps

KPN website 15Mbps

Youtube streaming 5 – 20 Mbps

KPN IPTV 5 – 10 Mbps

Netflix 5 – 10Mbps
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Who profits from the network?

● Faculty of Public Administration, Twente 
University, 1995 – fl30K less in postage
due to email!

● Dutch central government 64 server 
rooms to 4 datacenters – 235GWh to
128GWh reduction

● Dutch tax service; Almost all tax filing
online
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The network doesn’t care about traffic. Traffic is the fill rate
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Cable networks probably have the most traffic; TV never stops!
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Everyone can watch the World Cup final in unicast 20Mbps 4K!
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Traffic is not that surprising either: 5mbps/sub with 21% growth
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Some telcos have serious problems! 7MB per customer/day too much! 
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Gigabytes don’t matter, says BT to investors
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Much of traffic is (should be) handled locally

In 1998 IXP-policies were tough in some places. Not
anymore today. Peering and caching handle bulk 
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Some Telcos already try to charge everyone (pre-Covid)
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Some Telcos already try to charge everyone (post-Covid)
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Most telcos charge already - France
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But surely it costs alot?
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Conclusion

● This really should be the last time European Telcos shoud start this debate

● For 25 years they have been saying the same thing

– It’s the Americans!

– We can’t afford to build the network

– The traffic grows too much

– It is unsustainable

– There is no quality of service

– Someone else is making too much money on the network

● There is nothing to support those claims


